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About This Content

EARLY ACCESS OFFER - THIS DLC IS INCLUDED IN THE GAME ABSOLUTELY FOR FREE INSTEAD OF
$3.99 USD REGULAR PRICE!

Don't hesitate, join the Early Access right now!

This extra Human Pack DLC offers to enhance your game experience in The Sandbox through the 60 extra levels of 4 new
Campaigns!

From the wild shores of a desert island to the infinity of deep space, resolve puzzles and save your little Humans from zombies,
robots or aliens.

Discover also the new thrilling elements related to the Human campaigns and play with the behaviour of your subjects by using
the 9 magic powders... try them and see what happens!

Grab the Human Pack to get all these incredible features for only $3.99 USD
Buying the pack now will also grant you access to any future new human-related campaign we will add, such as Ninja

and much more fun stuff to come!

Human Pack DLC features:

The Lonely Human - 15 levels
Help Tom the Castaway to survive the dangers of his desert island through 15 exotic yet dangerous levels
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Zombie Attack! - 20 levels
A virus has spread in the city and the zombies are everywhere! Protect your humans from the brain eaters along 20
horrific levels

Robocalypse - 15 levels
The robots come from the future to destroy the Humans! Join the resistance and destroy the mechanical menace at the
end of this 15 levels desesperate run.

Alien Invasion - 10 levels
Travel through 10 intergalactic levels to reach a distant planet and mine the Aluminite… but beware the strange Alien
life forms!
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Title: The Humans (DLC)
Genre: Casual, Early Access, Indie, Simulation, Strategy
Developer:
PIXOWL INC.
Publisher:
PIXOWL INC.
Release Date: 22 Apr, 2014

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1 Ghz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: OpenGL 1.5 must be supported by your video card

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 100 MB available space

English,French
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Please check out the full review of Totally Accurate Battle Simulator as well as my other written content at AndrewsBase: 
http://andrewsbase.com/2019/04/19/a-first-look-at-totally-accurate-battle-simulator/
Have you ever read Sun Tzu's The Art of War and wanted to implement your very own tactical masterclass in a bid to outwit
and humiliate your opponents by your sheer military prowess? Well, you can't do that here.

What you can do is plop down two wooly mammoths and have them fight to the death across an ancient medieval battleground
versus 500 farmers. If that sounds intriguing, Landfall's Totally Accurate Battle Simulator might be for you.

Landfall, the development studio behind the chaotic physics platformer Clustertruck, Stick Fight: The Game and the skill based
party game Square Brawl have released arguably their most sought-after title yet. Totally Accurate Battle Simulator has been in
a playable and testing state from 2016 and has only recently released on Steam under the Early Access banner where it has taken
the top-selling charts by storm.

In a game that prides itself on silly physics fun there is a surprising amount of depth and interesting mechanics to keep Totally
Accurate Battle Simulator fun and engaging for several hours.

Featuring a single player campaign that spans several historical era's including Medieval and Viking, you will be launched head
first in to an array of interesting and funny battle scenarios. Picture the scene: 75 halflings stand angrily on the opposite side of a
miniscule brick bridge and it is your job to conquer the land for your own. Using your limited resources, as each level imposes a
monetary spending limit to provide a challenge, how will you overcome this fearsome foe? Maybe you will create a halfling
army of your own, perhaps you will take advantage of the king who is shadowed by a militarised set of priests with the sole
purpose of healing him or maybe you will opt for the scarecrow that launches birds in a fit of rage at the unsuspecting enemies.
Whatever you chose; overcome, divide and conquer!

Fear not, this package wouldn't be complete without a sandbox mode - I took advantage of the currently limited campaign,
which will feature new maps, units and levels in the future, to learn the ropes and grasp the extreme nuances of Totally Accurate
Battle Simulator. I have never been one for silly physics-based games like Goat Simulator, but as someone who enjoys strategy
titles and watching a cavalcade of spaghetti-legged NPC's mindlessly beat the life out of each other while screaming incoherent,
but admittedly hilarious noises from every orifice - I had a unaldulterated amount of fun setting up impossible scenarios and
witnessing how they played out.

Using the limited amount of units currently available, although Landfall has stated more are in the works and will be released
for free in future updates, as well as introducing a unit creator - which I am way to excited for, I played around in the sandbox
mode for more time than I would have liked to admit. Placing 400 clubbers on either side of the battlefield and hitting the start
button to watch my CPU chug in a glorious physics mesh of googly-eyed combatants is unlike anything I have witnessed in
gaming. Pitting Zeus and his ranged lightning bolts against a mammoth or snake archers and just sitting back and witnessing the
utter mess I had created emitted a childlike sense of fun that I have not had the joy of feeling for years. As a kid did you ever
have wrestling figures or toys and make up scenarios or use your incredible imagination to design a over-the-top battle in your
mind, using real world objects around you like otherworldly objects? This is my experience in Totally Accurate Battle
Simulator.

The camera controls are a little wonky at the moment and can be hard to control but this is something that will more than likely
be refined during the Early Access period. However, there is a slow motion mode out of the gate and it is nothing short of
stupendous - watching a wheelbarrow unit rush around the battlefield attempting to crush the heinous blue team or bodies flying,
legs akimbo after being graciously smacked in the face by a catapult in slow motion had me in real fits of laughter like no other
game has evoked in me.

I had one instance where the battle appeared to be over but I could hear muffled screeches to the tune of HURRDADURR and
after further investigation discovered one of wheelbarrow units was buried under a pile of one hunrderd plus corpses, writhing
around attempting to brainlessly escape being buried alive like some sort of over-the-top wrestling match in a bid to throw
tomatoes at his enemies.

I have been thoroughly enjoying my time with Totally Accurate Battle Simulator and it's stupidly chaotic physics based fun and
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nonsensical battle cries kept me entertained for hours. I am extremely excited to dive in to the unit creator when it launches,
which I hope comes complete with Steam Workshop integration to allow for a supermarket of unlimited units to subscribe to. It
would also be great to see more detailed maps rather than the many open battlefields that are in the current build; lets see some
indoor, close quarters combat or huge, sprawling Total War like maps.. If you can run it.
I have enjoyed playing the game but i recently got a new computer with an AMD graphic card and an AMD processor. Now i
can't play and finish the game. If they ever fix this problem and i would say its a nice game to play. Very simple and not to
complex.

Until this fix this problem, I would wait on any other games these Developers make.. Nice cars\/dlc. Get while on sale!. Not bad
... i like it. Yncuje naise supder nerver gelegass Na'Vi(zaebis) & Envuys(pidorasi) hui ghirenger & jonerted. I am a proud co-
owner of Afterthought Games and have to say that Spriter is the best tool I own. It has done more for our games than any other
tool. It is so simple to put together animated characters, environment, and more.

I have never been let down by it. It is well worth the money if you are planning on doing animations in 2D. Don't even waste
your time looking for anything else to handle this. It can do character maps, you can do color variations of characters. You can
do it all. If you do indie development and art, it is a must have.. Been playing this game for a week, and still have not been able
to access the booster pack DLC that I paid real money for. I haven't been able to get any help so far from steam or from 
My.com. So I am a bit ticked off that I cant even use the dlc I bought. Steam says its a my.com problem, that steam doesn't
handle stuff for their dlc. And my.com hasn't said anything, their support area has no info on how to access the in game dlc. I
just have to hope that the ticket I submitted gets answered soon. Cause at this point im just getting fed up. And unfortunately I
cant even get my money back for the dlc, as it says it is not eligible for a refund. All in all, if I had to do it all over again, I just
would pick a different game.. For such a simple program, this thing works GREAT! Every once in a while something updates
and breaks compatibility but they seem to be quick about fixing it or it ends up being an issue with the drivers I updated and
they get a hotfix due to common issues across several programs.
Ultimately for a cheap recording tool it allows you to use teamspeak voice overs, cam overlays, direct broadcasts....
I use this an windows movie maker to edit the clips and add my intro clip and audio tracks, check out my youtube 
http://www.youtube.com/user/leviblue420. Everything I want in a Military strategy game is here. It takes a brain and a good
memory to manage this intriguing masterpiece. Yes there are a few glitches but I expect them to be fixed soon. I will enjoy this
one as much as I can.
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Terrible game full of bugs and is laggy as fk!. Quite fun actually, the Graphics look good.. This game was a real disappointment
to me. The things I tend to value in a game are storytelling, immersion, and innovation. 1979 seemed like a good candidate to
provide all of these elements, and the game was very well hyped throughout the lead-up to its release by press and critics. The
topic seemed rich. I want more games that thematically confront a wider range of experiences, that engage difficult and
complex human topics, and that push the genre of a "game" forward. 1979 did none of this.

While the game did provide a wealth of information to the player, it failed to leverage the mechanics of the medium to expand
it beyond what you would be better served acquiring through Wikipedia or web searches.

There are few mechanics to playing 1979. one is making decisions, which seem to have little to no bearing on the plot, and
which are not framed in a manner that induces tension like the better Telltale Games of this ilk. In addition the countdown timer
during which time the player must make a choice is too quick. As a result there is little time in which to weigh choices. Instead
of this element adding tension, or forcing a "gut reaction", it strips the decisions of all emotional weight.

Another aspect of the game involves collecting photos and items which the game labels collectively as "stories". There is no
challenge to this collection aspect. As a result the mechanic is delivered as something of a cross between a chore and an
afterthought, tacked on to make this seem like a game rather than to develop it as one.

Lastly, there are a few button-pressing sequences that are so infrequent they are almost surprising when they occur, and
certainly of no interest.

Others have touched on the brevity of the game and it's disappointing and unresolved ending. And while both of these are true, I
could forgive them if the rest of the experience wasn't so fundamentally flawed.

There was tremendous potential here. A rich subject, a worthy conversation to be had, that does not deliver in really any way. It
could have been salvaged by good writing or mechanics, but neither exists here. I do not recommend this at all.. Super B
Shooting game.... It's better than most sword fighting weapons I see.
The price is not expensive. I support you.
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